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h i g h l i g h t s

• We study the price clustering in Bitcoin.
• We find significant evidence of price clustering at round numbers.
• However there is no significant pattern in returns after round numbers.
• We also show that price and volume have a significant positive relationship with price clustering.
• Our analysis supports the negotiation hypothesis of Harris (1991).
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a b s t r a c t

Investor and media attention in Bitcoin has increased substantially in recently years, reflected by the
incredible surge in news articles and considerable rise in the price of Bitcoin. Given the increased
attention, there little is known about the behaviour of Bitcoin prices and thereforewe add to the literature
by studying price clustering.We find significant evidence of clustering at round numbers, with over 10% of
prices ending with 00 decimals compared to other variations but there is no significant pattern of returns
after the round number. We also support the negotiation hypothesis of Harris (1991) by showing that
price and volume have a significant positive relationship with price clustering at whole numbers.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Cryptocurrencies have received much attention by the media
and investors alike, which can be attributed to their innovative
features, transparency, simplicity and increasing popularity. As
Katsiampa (2017) notes, Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocur-
rency with 41% of the estimated cryptocurrency capitalisation in
Bitcoin. However little is known about the behaviour Bitcoin
prices. Dwyer (2015) finds that the average monthly volatility of
Bitcoin is higher than that of gold or a set of foreign currencies,
and the lowest monthly volatility for Bitcoin are less than the
highest monthly volatility for gold and currencies. Brière et al.
(2015) show that Bitcoin offers significant diversification benefits
for investors while Urquhart (2016) shows that Bitcoin returns do
not follow a randomwalk. Recently, Balcilar et al. (2017) show that
Bitcoin volume can predict returns except in bear and bull market
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regimes and that volume cannot predict the volatility of Bitcoin
returns.

A well-known behavioural phenomenon in the literature is
price clustering, where prices tend to congregate around some
specific set of values, usuallywhole digits. Price clustering has been
found in many markets, such as the spot foreign exchange market
(Sopranzetti and Datar, 2002; Ahn et al., 2005; Mitchell, 2001),
stock markets (Harris, 1991; Aşçıoğlu et al., 2007; Ikenberry and
Weston, 2008), commodity markets (Ball et al., 1985; Narayan et
al., 2011a; Bharati et al., 2012) and even betting markets (Brown
and Yang, 2016). A number of potential hypotheses have been have
put forward in an attempt explain price clustering, such as uncer-
tainty due to a lack of information (Ball et al., 1985), attraction
of investors to certain integers (Goodhart and Curcio, 1991), and
the negotiation hypothesis which argues that investors deal with a
smaller set of integers to minimise the negotiation process (Harris,
1991). In this paper, we are the first to examine Bitcoin prices for
clustering, the potential trading benefit from such clustering and
the determinants of the clustering.
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Fig. 1. Time-series graph of the daily price and volume of Bitstamp. Price is on the primary y-axis while volume is on the secondary y-axis.

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of the price and returns of Bitstamp.

Mean SD Max Min Kurt Skew N

Price 383.0193 305.3206 1350.21 4.87 0.0974 0.7624 1823
Returns 0.0031 0.0472 0.3375 −0.6639 32.1465 −1.9170 1822

Table 2
Price clustering. ‘XX’ refers to the digits to the right of the decimal place, while ‘freq’
refers to its frequency. ‘%’ refers to the frequency percentage while ‘factor’ refers
to the frequency divided by the expected frequency and therefore is a test for a
uniform distribution.

XX Freq. % Factor

Panel A: Most Frequent

00 197 10.81% 10.81
50 52 2.85% 2.85
99 50 2.74% 2.74
75 39 2.14% 2.14
19 33 1.81% 1.81

Panel B: Least Frequent

73 4 0.22% 0.22
34 5 0.27% 0.27
37 5 0.27% 0.27
83 6 0.33% 0.33
46 7 0.38% 0.38
χ2

= 153.81***

*** refers to significance at the 5% level for the χ2 .

2. Data and methodology

We collect data from www.bitcoincharts.com which provides
complete history of various Bitcoin exchanges denoted in various
exchanges. The data consists of daily closing prices of Bitstamp
from 1st May 2012 to 30th April 2017 therefore capturing 5 years
of Bitcoin prices. Fig. 1 shows the Bitcoin prices and volume over
this period and it shows that Bitcoin prices were relatively stable
before late 2013. After this date prices moved quite dramatically,
reflecting the increased attention of Bitcoin by investors. Table 1
reports the descriptive statistics of the prices and returns of Bitcoin
and show that the maximum price in our sample is $1350.21 and
the minimum of $4.87. The returns show that the mean return is
positive, with quite a high standard deviation, while there is also
evidence of a leptokurtic distribution and negative skewness.

Price clustering atwhole numbersmeans thatwe are interested
in the pair of digits to the right of decimal place. Therefore a price of
$156.00 is noted as a whole number while a price of $156.01 is not
considered a whole number. We broadly follow the methodology

of Dowling et al. (2016) who examine psychological barriers in
prices of energymarkets, exceptwe focus onprice clustering rather
than psychological barriers. Firstly, we employ a clustering test
which is;

f (M) = α + βDi
+ ε (1)

where f (M) is the absolute frequency of digits to the right of the
decimal placewhileDi is a dummy variable taking the value of 1 for
whole numbers and zero otherwise. Under the null hypothesis, β
will be zero while the presence of clustering will result in a higher
frequency of M-values at the cluster point and thus a positive and
significant β . We also conduct a clustering kurtosis test whether
there is a different frequency distribution shape around whole
numbers such that;

f (M) = µ + +δ1M + δ2M2
+ ε (2)

where M is the M- digit values and M2 is the square of their
values. If there is a normal distribution around whole numbers
then the coefficient δ2 should have a value of zero, while the
presence of abnormal whole number shapes would be suggested
by a significant negative δ2 andprice clusteringwould be suggested
through a significant positive δ2.

The analysis so far tests for price clustering, but lacks any
trading implications. Thereforewe examine the conditional effects,
similar to Dowling et al. (2016), where are examine the different
reactions of prices depending on the conditionals related to the
round numbers. That is, whether the cluster at a round number
is being approached by rising or falling prices, or other relevant
conditions that might influence the reaction. We distinguish two
aspects related to days which cluster. First, we examine a cluster
that is reached through prices falling or whether the cluster is
caused by prices rising. Second, we examine separately the days
before and after a cluster at round numbers to study the pre- and
post-behaviour of prices. We create four dummy variables;

(1) BDZn, a dummy variable that equals 1 to the n days before a
cluster through falling prices

(2) BUZn, a dummy variable that equals 1 to the n days before a
cluster through rising prices
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